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Summary
A MapReduce programming model is proposed to process big data using Hadoop, one of the

major cloud computing frameworks. With the increasing adoption of cloud computing, running

a Hadoop framework on a virtualized cluster is a compelling approach to reducing costs and

increasing efficiency. In this paper, we measure the performance of a virtualized network and

analyze the impact of network performance on Hadoop workloads running on a virtualized clus-

ter. Then, we propose a virtualized network I/O architecture as a novel optimization for a

virtualized Hadoop cluster for a public/private cloud provider. The proposed network architec-

ture combines traditional network configurations and achieves better performance for Hadoop

workloads. We also show a better way to utilize the rack awareness feature of the Hadoop

framework in the proposed computing environment. The evaluation demonstrates that the pro-

posed network architecture and mechanisms improve performance by up to 4.1 times compared

with a bridge network architecture. This novel architecture can even virtually match the perfor-

mance of the expensive, hardware‐based single root I/O virtualization network architecture.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

With the expansion of digital information, companies have been accu-

mulating an ever‐increasing volume of data. Especially, the expansion

of Internet of Things technology will accelerate this data explosion.

To process such large volumes of data, Google proposed the

MapReduce programming model. It is well known that Google runs

hundreds of MapReduce programs in its clusters everyday.1 The

Hadoop framework, an open‐source implementation of MapReduce,

has evolved continuously and is used extensively by Internet compa-

nies such as Yahoo, EBay, Facebook, and Twitter.2,3 Through the

YARN (yet another resource negotiator) resource manager, which

was released with Hadoop version 2, the Hadoop framework becomes

a more easily scalable big data processing platform, supporting thou-

sands of cluster nodes.

Meanwhile, cloud computing, which is based on machine

virtualization technology, has become a mainstay of modern comput-

ing trends. Virtualization enables multiple operating systems to run

on a single physical machine. Cloud systems and services based on

virtualization have expanded their territory significantly, especially in

large‐scale computing systems and cluster systems. This trend is
. wileyonlinelibrary.com
motivated by efforts to lower management costs, one of the primary

concerns for data centers and cloud providers. With virtualized sys-

tems, fewer physical machines are needed to run the same number

of servers, thus saving power and space. These factors are directly

related to the total cost of ownership. Moreover, virtualized systems

are also advantageous with respect to the availability and manageabil-

ity of servers. Many companies have already adopted virtualization

using VMware, Xen, and KVM for their private and public cloud ser-

vices. Considering the advantages of virtualization, a straightforward

way of supporting big data processing platforms in a company or a

lab is to build a private cloud and provide a virtual cluster to each user.

However, these computing environments show lower perfor-

mance because of the virtualization software layer, compared with a

native cluster. The virtualization layer virtualizes physical hardware

resources such as CPU, memory, and disk space to multiple virtual

resources and shows these parameters to the VMs. This process nec-

essarily includes some overhead to multiplex and isolate resources,

and the overhead decreases the overall performance of the systems.

Fortunately, virtualization technology has evolved rapidly, and

CPU and memory virtualization now show almost the same perfor-

mance as that of native machines. Especially in the case of CPUs,
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hardware manufacturers support hardware virtualization features,

such as Intel VT‐x and AMD‐V. However, in the case of disk and net-

work I/O operations, virtualization overhead is still substantial.

Although the I/O virtualization overhead can be reduced by the I/O

memory management unit hardware support,4 it still includes several

limitations, such as high cost and compatibility issues. On the other

hand, it is known that the performance of network I/O highly affects

the total processing time of a Hadoop workload, because of the distrib-

uted file system architecture of MapReduce.5 Therefore, in order to

reduce the processing time of Hadoop workloads on a virtualized clus-

ter, it is important to improve the performance of the network I/O.

In this paper, we measure the performance of a virtualized net-

work and analyze the impact of network performance on a Hadoop

workload running on a virtualized cluster. Then, we propose a

virtualized network I/O architecture optimized for a virtualized

Hadoop cluster. There are 3 representative network configuration

methods: network address translation (NAT), bridge, and single root

I/O virtualization (SR‐IOV), and one of these is typically used to config-

ure the network of a VM. The proposed network architecture com-

bines the 3 methods and achieves better performance for Hadoop

workloads. The proposed network architecture additionally leverages

the rack awareness feature of the Hadoop framework, thereby

outperforming other network configurations. To apply these in the real

world, we are naturally supposed to build our own private virtualized

cluster or provide cloud services for big data processing, so that we

can control the network topology, the architecture, and the placement

of VMs. The evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed net-

work architecture and mechanisms improve performance by up to

4.1 times in comparison with the bridge network architecture and even

yield similar results to the SR‐IOV network architecture.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section

summarizes the technical background of virtualization and Hadoop.

Section 3 describes research motivations and the proposed network

I/O architecture for a virtualized Hadoop cluster. Section 4 presents

and analyzes the evaluation results, and Section 5 describes related

work. Finally, we present conclusions in Section 6.
2 | BACKGROUND

2.1 | Virtualization

To reduce total ownership cost and increase the utilization of comput-

ing resources, most cloud services provide virtual machines using sys-

tem virtualization technology. It is widely known that in prominent

cloud providers, including Amazon EC2, the Google cloud, and

Microsoft's Azure, service computing resources, based on virtualized

datacenters, are spread out to global locations.

In a virtualized system, thevirtualmachinemonitor (VMM) takes the

role of virtualizing hardware resources and allowsmultiple and different

operating systems to run on a physical machine. The biggest obstacle of

machine virtualization is the performance degradation incurred by

virtualizing hardware resources. Tomakemultiple OSes share hardware

resources and keep the isolation amongOSes,management of theVMM

is inevitable. This VMMmanagement incurs performance overhead.
However, CPU and memory virtualization have made great tech-

nological leaps. Current state‐of‐the‐art CPU and memory

virtualization shows almost the same performance as that of a native

machine. Therefore, the trials to use a virtualized cluster in the high

performance computing area have been highlighted.18–20 It is also well

known that processing big data on a virtualized cluster is highly effi-

cient.21–23 However, there is still substantial performance overhead

during I/O operations in a virtualized system. Especially, the high per-

formance required by I/O, including disk and network, can be a signif-

icant obstruction, and a great deal of research has been done to

overcome this.24–26 For example, the SR‐IOV mechanism, which

exploits hardware level support in the network interface card (NIC),

can be used to enhance network I/O performance and shows the same

network I/O performance as a native machine. However, the SR‐IOV

enabled NICs are still too expensive to be commonly used.
2.2 | Hadoop and network traffic

Hadoop is an open‐source implementation of the MapReduce pro-

gramming model. Based on the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS),

which stores big data into distributed cluster nodes, Hadoop retrieves

data as much as needed and performs computation. According to the

MapReduce programming model,1 the computed results in the Map

phase are temporarily stored in a local file system on each of the

nodes, and the results are loaded in the Reduce phase for the remain-

der of the computation. Finally, the output of the Reduce phase is

again stored in the distributed nodes via HDFS.

From the perspective of network traffic, the communication traffic

among cluster nodes can be categorized into 3 cases. The first is when

the data are retrieved for a Map phase. However, in this case, not

much network traffic is incurred; this is because Hadoop schedules

Mappers to be executed on the nodes, each of which has data for each

mapper, according to the characteristics of the MapReduce program-

ming model. This mechanism is based on the philosophy that moving

computation is cheaper than moving data. The second case is when

Reducers require input data for themselves. The input data are tempo-

ral data that are generated by Mappers and stored on the local file sys-

tem of Mappers. Most of the network traffic is generated during this

process. The final case is to store the results of Reducers into the

HDFS. The default configuration of HDFS stores 3 replicas for reliabil-

ity of the data. Therefore, the result data are transferred to 3 different

cluster nodes, and this mechanism generates substantial network

traffic.

On the other hand, Hadoop supports the rack awareness feature

to consider the architecture of the data center and the network com-

position of the cluster nodes. By using the rack awareness support,

an administrator of a Hadoop framework can define the rack grouping

of nodes and reduce the traffic between racks. A typical data center

has an hierarchical network architecture. Hence, nodes in the same

rack communicate with each other through an intra‐rack switch. Nodes

in different racks communicate via an inter‐rack switch. Accordingly,

the communication between nodes in the same rack can achieve

higher network bandwidth and lower latency than those in different

racks. In order to exploit this network characteristic, the HDFS sup-

ports rack‐aware data placement. Hence, the replicas of data are
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stored in the nodes in different racks. When a node requires the data,

the data are retrieved from the node in the same rack, thereby reduc-

ing the data fetching latency.
3 | ENHANCING NETWORK I/O

This section describes the proposed virtual network architecture for a

virtualized Hadoop cluster in detail and presents the implementation

method and corresponding Hadoop configurations. For an additional

performance enhancement, we also propose the rack grouping scheme

for a virtualized Hadoop cluster.
3.1 | Motivation

It is well known that the performance of a Hadoop workload is largely

dependent on the network performance, and this can be more serious

on a virtualized cluster because of the overhead of I/O virtualization.

Figure 1 shows the performance gap of a Hadoop workload between

a 1‐Gbps bridge network environment and a 10‐Gbps SR‐IOV network

environment. The preliminary evaluation is performed using 4 VMs on

a physical machine. The used workload is TeraSort, which is a repre-

sentative example application of the Hadoop framework. The x‐axis

denotes wall‐clock time, and the y‐axis shows the CPU usage of each

of the VM nodes. Each VM works on a high‐end SSD to eliminate

the performance bottleneck incurred by disk I/O.

The execution time of a 1‐Gbps network environment is

70.75 second and that of a 10‐Gbps network environment is

54.58 s. TeraSort in a 10‐Gbps environment is 1.3 times faster. This

evaluation result suggests that the network I/O bandwidth largely

affects the overall execution time. This result further indicates that

optimizing the network I/O virtualization is important for improving

the performance of a Hadoop workload.
FIGURE 1 Comparison of TeraSort perfor-
mance in different network bandwidth envi-
ronments using a virtualized Hadoop cluster
3.2 | Virtualization and network configuration

In a traditional virtualized computing environment, there are 3 types of

VM network configurations, and each is presented in Figure 2. The first

one is the NAT configuration, which ensures that each VM has a pri-

vate IP address. Under this configuration, a VM can communicate with

other VMs within its physical machine using private IP addresses. For

communication among VMs within a physical machine, each VM has

a virtual NIC supported by the virtio library; this means the data trans-

fer between virtual NICs is performed using the memory copy opera-

tion. Therefore, the network bandwidth is extremely high in this

case. In spite of this advantage, the NAT configuration has a limitation

that a node outside of the physical machine cannot access a VM in the

physical machine, because it has a private IP address.

The second, most widely used configuration is the bridge network

connection, in which each VM has a public IP address and communi-

cates with others via a software bridge, supported by a virtualization

layer. The performance of the bridge configuration is inevitably lower

than that of the native network, because the software bridge must

virtualize the NICs of VMs and multiplex the data transfer.

The last configuration is the SR‐IOV, which is supported by hard-

ware virtualization. To use the SR‐IOV feature, the system must be

equipped with an I/O memory management unit and an SR‐IOV‐

enabled NIC device. The SR‐IOV enabled NIC can show a virtual NIC

to each VM, and it can communicate with others using a public

IP address. Although a VM can match the same network

performance as that of a native machine in this configuration, the cost

of the SR‐IOV supported hardware is still expensive for general usage.
3.3 | Bridge networking with NAT

As described in the previous section, the overall performance of a

Hadoop workload is largely dependent on the network performance



FIGURE 2 Three types of commonly used network configurations
for VMs

FIGURE 3 Proposed network architecture, which combines a tradi-
tional bridge network and a NAT network
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of virtual cluster nodes. The enhancement of network performance on

a virtualized Hadoop cluster is an important issue, and we thus propose

a novel approach to network architecture for a virtualized Hadoop

cluster.

Although the NAT network configuration shows the best network

performance of a virtualized cluster, a VM cannot accept network con-

nections from nodes outside the physical machine. Therefore, the

bridge network is a common configuration for the Hadoop cluster

nodes. The bridge network configuration, however, has several limita-

tions. First, it is known that the bridge network shows only 30% to

90% of the performance of the native machine. The virtual software

bridge must multiplex communications from/to VMs, and this incurs

a substantial performance overhead. In addition, it becomes a perfor-

mance bottleneck when the network traffic of each VM is simulta-

neously concentrated on a single software network bridge.

Moreover, the bottleneck situation can be more serious and affect

the CPU performance of VMs because of the high CPU utilization con-

sumed by the software bridge.

Figure 3 shows the proposed network architecture in our evalua-

tion systems. It supposes a common data center environment in which

the physical machines constitute a cluster and each machine is

connected to a physical network switch. A physical machine is

virtualized so that it can run multiple VMs concurrently, and each

VM works as a slave node of the Hadoop framework. In the figure,

the notation VMpv denotes a VM that is hosted in a physical machine

p, where p denotes the physical machine ID and v denotes virtual

machine ID. For example, VM12 means that the VM ID is 2 and is

hosted in physical machine 1.

In the proposed network architecture, each VM is configured to

use 2 virtual NICs (VNICs). The VNIC is a virtualized resource, and

therefore it is easy to allocate multiple VNICs in a virtualized system.
One VNIC is configured using the NAT network and is used for intra

VM communication within the same physical machine. The other NIC

is used for the bridge network to communicate with other physical

machines or VMs outside its physical machine. For example, if VM11

needs to send packets to VM12, the network traffic is delivered via

NAT VNIC. In this case, our testbed system can achieve 18‐Gbps net-

work throughput because of the virtio library. On the other hand, if

VM11 sends packets to VM21, which is outside of physical machine

1, the packets go through the software bridge of physical machine 1,

the physical switch, and the software bridge of physical machine 2.

Thus, the network bandwidth between VM11 and VM21 is much

lower than 1 Gbps.

Therefore, the proposed network architecture provides a major

advantage in that the communication among VMs within a physical

machine can achieve high network bandwidth, up to 18 Gbps. More-

over, the network architecture contributes to a reduction of the traffic

across the physical switch, because the intra physical machine commu-

nication does not pass thorough a physical switch. As the consolidation

degree (which denotes the number of VMs in a physical machine)

becomes higher, the proposed network architecture yields additional

benefits because the savings from the intra physical machine traffic

can be larger.
3.4 | SR‐IOV networking with NAT

The proposed mechanism can be applied to the SR‐IOV network envi-

ronment. In Figure 3, bridge network can be replaced by the SR‐IOV

network configuration, and an additional NAT VNIC can be

supplemented. In our testbed, a VM can have an SR‐IOV NIC that

yields a 1‐Gbps network bandwidth. Although the SR‐IOV NIC of a

VM shows no virtualization overhead, the communication among

VMs within a physical machine shows a maximum speed of 1 Gbps.

However, the proposed SR‐IOV network with NAT can achieve an

18‐Gbps network bandwidth within a physical machine. This is
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superior performance than that of an SR‐IOV network, even with the

high cost of an SR‐IOV‐enabled network device. Similarly, all SR‐IOV

network traffic has to pass through a physical switch, while traffic in

the proposed network architecture does not. The performance of

Hadoop workloads on the proposed network architecture is better

than the SR‐IOV network, as shown in the evaluation section.
3.5 | Virtual rack grouping

The proposed network architecture is focused on the performance

enhancement within a physical machine. The benefit can be larger as

the network traffic within a physical machine increases. Therefore,

we propose another optimization, virtual rack grouping that exploits

the rack awareness feature of the Hadoop framework on a VM cluster.

In Figure 3, the blue box shows the proposed virtual rack grouping

for our virtualized Hadoop cluster. A virtual rack is a set of VMs that

are in the same virtual cluster and are located in the same physical

machine. Recall that the rack awareness feature of Hadoop is a mech-

anism to increase the traffic within a rack instead of the traffic

between racks. When the feature is enabled and properly configured,

the Hadoop framework and HDFS allocate the replicas of data chunks

to spread out racks as much as possible. Because of the replicas, a

slave node of Hadoop and HDFS can get a needed data chunk from

another slave node within its rack. Similarly, the traffic between VMs

within a physical machine can be increased by grouping the VMs as a

rack, as shown in Figure 3.

By using the proposed virtual rack grouping, we can make a VM

slave node get data chunks from another VM slave node within the

same physical machine, advantageously increasing the traffic within a

physical machine. As described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the communi-

cation within a physical machine can use the NAT network with a high

network bandwidth. Moreover, the traffic passing through a software

bridge and a physical switch will be reduced, and this largely contrib-

utes to improving the overall performance of a Hadoop workload.

Because the rack configuration of physical machines can be grouped

as an upper‐level rack, the performance benefit of traditional rack

awareness grouping is maintained.

Recently, public cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2, have

allowed users to control their VM placement. For example, dedicated

hosts in Amazon EC227 gives the control of VM placement to the

users. By using these features, users can locate their VMs in the same

physical machine, and the virtual rack grouping scheme can be more

effective.
TABLE 1 Evaluation environment

Device Specification

CPU 2 × Intel Xeon E5‐2650 2.60GHz

Memory 4 × 8GB RDIMM

SSD 480 GB DELL PERC H710 (SATA)

HDD 2 TB 7.2 K RPM (SAS)

NIC Intel I350, Intel 82599 EB
3.6 | Hadoop configuration

To utilize the proposed network architecture using 2 VNICs, the

Hadoop framework should be configured to recognize a VNIC for the

NAT network and the other for the bridge network. The cluster nodes

in the Hadoop framework can work based on the preconfigured cluster

information. Because the proposed network architecture provides 2

VNICs, a VM slave node of the Hadoop framework should be config-

ured to use the NAT network to communicate with a VM slave node

within the same physical machine, as well as to use a bridge network
or SR‐IOV network to communicate with a VM slave node outside of

its physical machine.

For example, VM11, VM12, VM13, and VM14 have to be config-

ured to use their private NAT IP addresses of the NAT network for

mutual communication. If the nodes want to communicate with

VM21, VM22, VM 23, and VM 24, the configuration of VM11‐VM14

must recognize the public bridge IP addresses of VM21‐24. These con-

figurations do not require modification of the Hadoop framework, and

they can be configured using the hostname of each VM (/etc/hosts

files in the case of Linux). Additionally, the HDFS configuration of

the Hadoop framework, hdfs‐site.xml, should be configured to check

the hostname and IP address when a VM slave node finds another

VM slave node every time. The 2 configuration values (“dfs.client.

use.datanode.hostname” and “dfs.datanode.use.datanode.hostname”)

should be set to “true.”
4 | EVALUATION

This section shows the evaluation results of our proposed network

architecture and rack‐grouping scheme. We describe the evaluation

environment in detail and present the performance results using micro

benchmark software and workloads. We also discuss the impact of the

proposed network architecture on Hadoop applications.
4.1 | Environment and configuration

The evaluation systems are composed of 2 servers: 1 is used as a

virtualized Hadoop cluster and the other is used as a native physical

machine, having no relationship with the virtualized Hadoop cluster.

Each server is equipped with 32 CPU cores, 32 GB of memory, a

480‐GB SSD, and a 2 TB HDD. The detailed specifications of

each server are listed in Table 1. The 2 servers are also equipped with

2 1‐Gbps NICs and 2 SR‐IOV‐enabled NICs, which are connected to a

1‐Gbps physical network switch.

For machine virtualization, we use KVM version 1.0 and Linux

kernel 3.8. The version for the Hadoop framework is 2.2.0. Each VM

is configured to have 4 VCPUs and 4 GB memory. Each VM works

on high‐end SSDs to avoid the performance bottleneck that can incur

via disk I/O.

All evaluation results are iterated 5 times and averaged, and the

configurations of the Hadoop framework is the same as the default

configurations of the official distribution version. The parallelism of

applications is set to 16 for each map and reduce task; this configura-

tion allocates 2 jobs for a VM.
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4.2 | Network I/O performance

First, we present the basic network performance of a virtualized clus-

ter using iperf, which is a micro benchmark used to evaluate network

bandwidth. Using iperf, the network performances between host

machine and VM, VM and VM, and VM and physical machine are

evaluated.

Figure 4 shows the performance of send and receive in a VM

under the traditional bridge network (BR) and the proposed network

architecture (BRNAT). The labels of the x‐axis denote the machines

evaluated. For example, VM11‐PM means VM11 sends packets to

PM. PM denotes a separated physical machine that is not involved

in a Hadoop cluster, HM1 denotes a physical machine hosting

VM11‐14, and VM denotes virtual machines used as Hadoop slave

nodes. The numbers for each of these notations have the same con-

vention described in Section 3.2.

In the case of BR, the virtualized network performance of VM11‐

PM is at 200 to 300 Mbps, although the physical network bandwidth is

1 Gbps. This means the performance overhead of the bridge network is

substantial. For VM11, the send and receive of network packets show

similar performance results. VM11‐PM shows slightly lower perfor-

mance than VM11‐HM1, determined by whether or not data passes

through a physical switch.

In the case of BRNAT, VM11‐VM12, and VM11‐HM1 show

12 to 18 Gbps bandwidth, because of the NAT network. The

bandwidth of VM11‐PM and VM11‐VM21 on BRNAT is similar

to that of BR because they use the same bridge network. From

these evaluation results, an overall performance enhancement is

naturally expected when BRNAT is applied to a virtualized Hadoop

cluster.

Similarly, Figure 5 shows the performance of send and receive in a

VM under the SR‐IOV network (SR) and the proposed network archi-

tecture (SRNAT). In the case of SR, we can confirm that the overhead

of the virtualization layer is negligible, and the send and receive cases
FIGURE 4 Network performance of the bridge network (BR) and bridge n

FIGURE 5 Network performance of the SR‐IOV network (SR) and SR‐IOV
show the same performance. In the case of SRNAT, similar to BRNAT,

VM11‐HM1, and VM11‐VM12 show much higher network bandwidth

because of the virtio library of the NAT network. The notable point is

that the NAT network is much faster than the SR‐IOV network, despite

the high cost of the SR‐IOV NIC.
4.3 | Hadoop workload

Figure 6 shows the execution time of Hadoop workloads under

different network environments. For the workloads, we chose 3 repre-

sentative Hadoop applications: TeraGen, TeraSort, and WordCount.

The x‐axis of each result denotes the size of data used in the work-

loads, and the y‐axis is the execution time, normalized to the BR case,

which is the most common network environment. The error bars

denote the standard deviation results.

Comparing BR and BRNAT, as the size of data increases, the

performance gain also becomes larger in the case of TeraGen. Using

16‐GB data, the execution time of BRNAT is 35% shorter, a substantial

difference. TeraSort using BRNAT can reduce execution time by up to

a maximum of 8%. The performance gap is smaller than TeraGen,

because TeraSort includes more computation than TeraGen because

of the characteristics of TeraSort. In the case of WordCount, BRNAT

shows a moderate performance enhancement.

In the case of SR and SRNAT, the overall performance pattern is

similar to that of BR and BRNAT. The performance gap between SR

and SRNAT is not as large as that between BR and BRNAT, because

the SR‐IOV network is much faster than the bridge network. The over-

all reduction of execution time is 3% to 25%. However, it is clear that

the performance of SRNAT is better than that of SR. Another notable

result is that the performance of BRNAT is similar to that of SR in sev-

eral cases. Considering that the SR‐IOV network must be equipped

with expensive devices, we can confirm that the proposed network

architecture is highly efficient.
etwork with NAT (BRNAT)

network with NAT (BRNAT)
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4.4 | Virtual rack grouping

This section describes the performance impact of the virtual rack

grouping with the replication factor of 3, which is the default value

of the Hadoop framework, on the proposed network architecture.

Figure 7 shows the evaluation results using the same Hadoop work-

loads processing 16‐GB data. Each bar of the figure shows the normal-

ized execution time, and we compared BR, BRNAT, and BRNAT‐RA.

The BRNAT‐RA environment applies the proposed network architec-

ture and the proposed rack grouping, which is the configuration in

which the VMs in the same physical machine are grouped as a rack

to increase the traffic among the VMs.
FIGURE 7 Normalized execution time of Hadoop workloads without
and with the proposed virtual rack grouping
In the case of TeraGen, BRNAT‐RA shows a performance

enhancement factor of 1.94 compared with BR and a factor of

1.31 compared with BRNAT. In the case of the TeraSort application,

the performance enhancement is negligible because the large com-

putation time reduces the importance of network traffic bottle-

necks. From the evaluation results of Figure 7, we can confirm

that virtual rack grouping is effective with the proposed network

architecture.
4.5 | VM consolidation

To compare the effect of VM consolidation, we evaluate the perfor-

mance of Hadoop applications by varying the number of PMs and

VMs, which are hosted in a PM. Figure 8 shows the TeraGen perfor-

mance enhancement between cases in which 2 PMs are used (PM2)

and when 1 PM is used (PM1) with 2 to 8 VMs. In the case of

2 PMs, we allocate half of the VMs for each. The x‐axis denotes the

number of VMs involved in the Hadoop framework, and BRNAT is

used in this evaluation.

In the case of PM2, even though the 2 PMs are used, the overall

performance is lower than that of PM1 because of the overhead of

the bridge network. When 2 VMs are used, the performance gap

between PM2 and PM1 is the largest, by a factor of 4.1. These results

show the clear comparison between BR and BRNAT. On the other

hand, as the number of VMs increases, the performance enhancement



FIGURE 8 Execution time of TeraGen using different numbers of
physical machines
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decreases, because the 4 VMs hosted in a PM use the NAT network

and because only the traffic between PMs is transferred via the bridge

network.
†Correction added on 17 February 2017, after first online publication: this

sentence was moved from the Conclusion and Future Work section to the

Acknowledgements.
5 | RELATED WORK

To enhance the performance of the Hadoop framework and its appli-

cation, there has been a great deal of research work exploring different

aspects. This research can be categorized into work that focuses on

the Hadoop framework layer and the system layer.

Joshi6 proposed an optimization methodology by configuring

Hadoop parameters for specific Hadoop applications, and Starfish17

proposed a self‐tuning system for Hadoop frameworks based on cost.

These are elegant approaches focused on configuration parameters.

On the other hand, it is well known that the performance of a Hadoop

application is largely dependent on the decision of the task scheduler.

To enhance this point, LATE7 proposed a novel scheduler algorithm for

heterogeneous computing environments such as Amazon's Elastic

Compute Cloud (EC2). It increases performance by a factor of 2 on

200 VMs on EC2. Similarly, there are several approaches focused on

enhancing the task scheduler of the Hadoop framework to reduce

power consumption or network cost.12–14 Kim et al9 defined an

intercloud as a federated environment of public cloud and private clus-

ters and proposed a task scheduler to enhance performance. These

approaches are different from the proposed method in that all of them

require the scheduler modification of the Hadoop framework at source

code level.

Ishii et al8 and Kambatla et al10 studied resource provisioning

problems on a virtualized cloud to increase the performance of

Hadoop workloads. Our research is outside of the scope of resource

provisioning issues. Han et al11 proposed a network modeling scheme

for the Hadoop framework on a multi‐rack cluster and considered the

performance limitation of the network switch. Our work is distinct in

that the proposed network architecture is not related to modeling,

and we proposed a rack grouping for a virtualized Hadoop cluster envi-

ronment. Shafer5 analyzed an I/O bottleneck for common applications

on a virtualized cloud, and Yang et al15 and Ibrahim et al16 evaluated

the performance differences of Hadoop applications, according to

the kind of virtual machine monitors. Our work compares which net-

work configuration is better for Hadoop applications and proposes a

novel network architecture.
6 | CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With explosive data generation, processing big data more efficiently

has become a crucial issue for companies and scientists. The

MapReduce programming model is proposed to process big data, and

Hadoop is a preeminent computing framework. As cloud computing

based on virtualization technology extends its territory, it is clear that

running the Hadoop framework on a virtualized cluster is a compelling

approach to reduce costs and increase efficiency.

This paper proposes a network architecture and rack awareness

grouping scheme for a virtualized cluster running the Hadoop frame-

work. Although the NAT, bridge, and SR‐IOV network configurations

are commonly used to set up the network of VMs, we show that the

proposed network architecture can achieve higher network bandwidth

and enhance the overall performance of Hadoop workloads by hybrid-

izing the conventional network configurations. Based on the proposed

network architecture and Hadoop configuration, we also propose a

rack grouping scheme for a virtualized Hadoop cluster to achieve an

additional performance enhancement. The proposed network architec-

ture and rack grouping scheme outperform traditional systems on our

evaluation systems.

For future work, we plan to apply the proposed schemes to large‐

scale cluster systems to discover unexpected network issues. Also, we

plan to evaluate these approaches on 10‐Gbps network environments

and continue more in‐depth research work.
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